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MOTORCYCLE/ATV MANUAL TIRE CHANGER Click on any image above for more information and/or to increase it. The TC-M-ATV-M 'mini' and ATV Manual Tire Changer are suitable for a wide range of tires and wheels, including go-karts and golf carts. Designed to work on a bearing or hub in the
center of the wheel, the standard two-sized central posts, and a hand-bead switch combined with durable, heavy duty designs is the perfect tire change for fans of small and large service repair workshops. For more information, visit PDF PRODUCT INFO. The sturdy, heavy design is ideal for hobbyists or
service repair shops Able to handle large and small wheels and tires Integrated Bead Switch Two central post Placement tubular and tubular tires Minimum assembly required minimum wheel size 4 Maximum wheel size 21 Center Post Diameters 1/2 Adjustable Clip Range 3 - 12.5 Clip Pipe Height 29.5
Base Size 12 x 19 TC-M-ATV-M Mini Motorcycle and ATV Manual Tire Changer suitable for a wide range of tires and wheels, including go-karts and golf carts. Designed to work on a bearing or hub in the center of the wheel, the standard two-sized central posts, and a hand-bead switch combined with
durable, heavy duty designs is the perfect tire change for fans of small and large service repair workshops. For more information, visit PDF PRODUCT INFO. The sturdy, heavy design is ideal for hobbyists or service repair shops Able to handle large and small wheels and tires Integrated Bead Switch Two
central post placements tubular and tubular tires Minimum assembly required minimum wheel size 4 Maximum wheel size 21 Center Post Diameters 1/1/2 3 - 12.5 Clamp pipe Height 29.5 Base size 12 x 19 Canadian car equipment CAE-2215TC includes beads seating system capable of blasting a
powerful explosion of air between the tire and the rim, to make the estates these stubborn beads fast! It also boasts 3 position jaw clamps and a swing arm. Features: Tire Inflator with gauge Pneumatic bead breaker Automatic Oiler Air Regulator 3 Positions For Clamping Jaws Bead Seater
(Beadblaster/Air Reserve Tank) 90-110 Psi Inner Clamp 11 5/8 – 25 1/4 110v Max Tire Diameter: 39 Outer Clamp 9 3/4- 23 1/4 Max Wheel Width: 13 Specifications Rims Steel, Aluminum, Alloy External Locking Rim Dimension 9 3/4 - 21 5/810 3/4 - 22 1/211 5/8 - 23 1/4 Internal Locking Rim Dimension 11
5/8 - 23 1/412 5/8 - 24 1/413 1/2 - 25 1/4 External Locking Rim Dimension(With optional ATV adapter Configuration) Position 1) 2 7/8 - 14 3/4Position 2) 3 3/4 - 15 5/8Position 3) 4 5/8 - 16 5/8 External Locking Rim Dimension(With optional Motorcycle adapter Configuration) Position 1) 12 5/8 - 24 2) 13 5/8
- 25 1/2Position 3) 14 1/2 - 26 3/8 BEAD BLASTER YES Maximum tire tire 39 Operating voltage 110V 1Ph, 20Amps Maximum Wheel Width (Bead Breaker) 13 Air Pressure 90 - 110 psi Maximum entry pressure does not exceed 140 PSI' delivery weight 500 LB. Table Motor 1 HP Turntable Rotating
Torque 885 feet/lb. Wheel clamp 4 jaws: inner/outer balloon switch pneumatic, 5500 LB. Strength Oiler, filter, regulator included soap dispenser Included warranty 1 year limited 4 Black plastic rim protectors included Entry pressure the amount of air pressure that your air compressor delivers. Additional
Accessories: ATV Motorcycle Adapters Adapters Tire Adapters (20 or 24) Plastic Protector (Duck) Head Metal Mountain (MC, ATV, UTV and Golf Cart) Guide to Beaded Roller Hand Fast Change Head Left Hand Arm Benefits of Owning Tire Change and Wheel Balancers and Wheel Balancers are the two
main pieces of equipment of either auto repair or personal garage for this person who would like to change tire changers effectively remove tires from the wheels, while wheel balancers help evenly distribute the weight of the wheel. Investing in both of these machines can be quite helpful mainly because
you can save money by doing it yourself or your store can offer many other services just by having tire changes and a wheel balancer among your garage equipment tools. Now that you have a sense of how much you can potentially earn, a Canadian auto-equipment tire changer and wheel balancer
combo can be purchased at a fraction of the price of brands. At this price, you really can't afford not to offer wheel services. As owners of repair shops we should always be innovating and looking for ways to attract new customers. If you think you don't have room to change tires and wheel a combo
balancer or think you can't afford it, keep in mind that your customers are coming to you because they know you are doing a good job. Why not show them your wheel services are also unsurpassed with tire mounting and wheel balancing from Canadian auto equipment. Product Video (No Reviews Yet)
Write a Review of the Car Bible is a reader-supported. When you buy links on our website, we can earn an affiliate fee. Find out more hand-change tires handy equipment - they are affordable, easy and easy to use. Perfect for DIY enthusiasts, the device will help you turn off your car's tires at home,
saving you costly and time-consuming trips to the tire shop. With just a small know-how, almost anyone can master these manual tire machines. Because tyres are the only point of contact between the road and your car, they are a very important component. For this reason, it is very important The
equipment that you use to replace them will not do any damage. To help you find the perfect tire changer for your garage, we've put together this handy guide. Below we run the launch The best hand tire changers on the market, so you can make an informed decision to buy. Best Manual Tire Changer
This handy tire mounting PowerLift machine is the first option to find a place on our list. Made of sturdy steel, the durable device can change everything from eight-ud tyres to light truck tires. Thanks to the solid foundation, it's easy to get the levers you need to break the tire ball, making the whole process
fast and comfortable. Like most non-portable tire shifts, it should be bolted to the floor before use. Drivers say that the car is a sound investment; Built to the last and easy to use. Because it can be disassembled into two separate parts, it is conveniently compact and easy to store. We believe that this
useful piece of quipment is excellent value for money, too. Excellent value for money Sturdy Design Easy to Use Compact Storage Suitable for a wide range of tires - from 8 inches to light truck tires non-portable; Have to be bolted to the floor Some users have found the device tricky to master If you are
looking for a tire changer, look no further than this clever design from GoPlus. Made of sturdy and durable steel, the device holds up quickly throughout the tire change process, and remains balanced even if you are dealing with heavier wheels. A diverse car can be used to change tires from eight to 16
inches in size, making it ideal for all kinds of vehicles - from lawn mowers to light trucks and cars. To enhance durability, the comfortable tire replacement machine is painted with glossy anti-smooth paint, keeping it from the elements and making it suitable for outdoor use. This smooth finish also makes
changing tires very easy to clean when needed. It is also safe and easy to use; The lock collar keeps the tires securely in place while running, and the assembly is quick and simple. Suitable for a wide range of wheels (8 to 16 inches in size) Safe and easy to use resistant to rust and other forms of
corrosion Easy to clean and store Portable for on-the-go use Pretty heavy for portable tire change Chipper paint can lead to rust With its uniquely compact and portable design, this motorcycle tire shift Rabaconda is ideal for any bike enthusiast. Thanks to a series of excellent design features, experienced
users should be able to change tires in just 44 seconds. The machine stands at a conveniently ergonomic height, eliminating back pain and allowing standing. The versatile machine is suitable for use with a huge array of wheels, from 16 to 21 inches. Without a tube, bib mousse, tire balls, Tubliss, and
tires with a conventional tube created can all be changed with this useful machine. Between The device can be easily disassembled and stored in a comfortable carry case. When you need to use the tire changer again, it can be back together in seconds without the need for If the device is not in use, the
device can double as a comfortable stand of the motorcycle bus. Relying on a lifetime warranty, you can be sure that this tire is changing the stand built to the end. Allows experienced users to change tires in just 44 seconds Easy to disassemble and assemble a Handy storage case included Ideal for
motorcycle enthusiasts relying on a lifetime warranty Not suitable for small Mophorn product tires also earned a place on our list. Carefully designed to test, cut, polish, suck dust and fix tires, the handy device gives you the access you need to accomplish these important tasks. Equipped with a rotary
platform that rotates 360 degrees and tilts to 90 degrees, the tire changer is easy to use at any angle. The device is also equipped with a handy toolbox for convenience, giving you quick and easy access to the equipment you need while you use it. The dispenser is suitable for use with almost any tire,
from cars to light trucks and other passenger vehicles. Users say that the tire changer is easy to use, and is ideal for use with smaller tires such as 10-inch scooter tires. Easy-to-use Features sturdy base Especially skillfully when changing smaller tires Heavy weight can be difficult to maneuver Small
Spoon tires can be a challenge to use with large tires If you are looking for something a little more compact, look no further than this mini tire changer Northern Industrial. Suitable for small tires - four to 12 inches in size, the compact but efficient device is great for scooters, lawnmowers, trailers, and more.
Thanks to the ergonomic handle, the device is surprisingly easy to use. Customers say that a simple but efficient design makes it easy to change multiple tires within an hour - even on the first attempt. Because of its lightweight design and compact size, the mini tire changer is easy to stack in a garage or
shed. Lightweight and easy to transport is ideal for small tires: scooters, lawn mowers, trailers, etc. Compact for convenient storage Not suitable for large tires Small design allows less leverage than its larger counterparts GoPlus earned second place in our list, thanks to this conveniently portable tire
changer. The device is built for the latter, made of heavy, wrought-iron carbon steel. This durable metal was also a powder coating for a glossy surface that allows easy cleaning and corrosive stability. The tire changer has been carefully designed to offer the optimal tyre angle, making this sometimes
difficult task much faster and more efficient. Experienced users can dismantle a tube tyre in just a seconds by changing tires, saving considerable time and effort. Equipped with nylon rollers, the tool will also protect your tires, discs and tools from scratches and other damage. They also reduce the risk of
injury by making tire tires process that is a little safer. If you tend to work with large tires, this tool may be an ideal option - it is suitable for use with rims between 17.5 and 24.5 inches in size. It is ideal for cars, trucks, buses and more. Ideal for large vehicles (cars, trucks, buses, etc.) Experienced users
can de-mount tires in just 8 seconds Resistant to rust and easy to clean compact design not suitable for small tires earning their third and last place on our GoPlus list with this tire change specifically designed for use with motorcycles. Made from high quality iron, the bear switch is incredibly durable,
providing a long life - hence excellent value for money. Meanwhile, the extra-long handle provides users with the maximum leverage, allowing them to break the beads tires with ease. Due to its compact size, this unique tire changer won't take up much space in the garage or shed. It's lightweight, too,
making for easy transportation. Built with a wide base, the tool provides incredible stability during use. This solid foundation improves user safety and provides an effective and efficient tyre change experience. Suitable for tyres with a diameter of 16 inches or more, this tire changer offers a wide range of
features. Users report that the compact but durable device does a great job - especially given its budget-friendly price. Perfect for motorcycles works well with large tires built for the last good option for wider tires Not suitable for use with smaller Tricky tires to assemble for something a little heavier duty,
you can try this sturdy tire changer. Suitable for use with tires from four to 16.5 inches in size, it is ideal for a wide range of vehicles - from lawn mowers and scooters, to cars and light trucks. Installed with fully adjustable sliding jaw clips, it's easy to strutt tires for the process of breaking the beads.
Meanwhile, the two central posts ensure that both the bearing center and hub the center of the wheel are taken into account. With its heavy weight design, the machine provides a solid base for all your tire-changing needs. Users say that this affordable option is ideal for quad bikes and UTVs in particular,



but versatile enough to handle a number of other types of tires. Like most fixed hand shift tires, you need to make sure that the device is firmly bolted to the floor for best results. Made from sturdy painted steel, the sturdy machine resists corrosion and is easily rubbed if necessary. Ideal for ATV and UTV
tires Suitable for a large range of Painted Steel vehicles resists corrosion Convenient Height for easy use relatively heavy - the installation can be challenging to be bolted down for the best ate Pro results. earns the penultimate place on our list with its simple but efficient portable tire change. The handy
device is suitable for use with all tyres diameter 8 to 16 inches. This large versatility allows the device to operate with a wide range of tires - it is suitable for scooter tires, light truck tires and more. Each manual tire change is done using high steel strength, providing the stiffness you need to break tire
beads with ease. This high-quality steel also allows your tire changer to last and last - it will pay off many times during your life. If you've never changed tires before, this could be the perfect starting point. Every ATE Pro. Manual tire change includes a bead switch, iron tire, and lever bar, so you can get
started right away. Easy to use Built to last includes everything you need to get started Less durable than fixed options Some users have found tire shifts tricky to assemble last, but not least, comes this seven position tire-copter BestEquip. With its small size, lightweight design, and flexible tire platform,
the distributor makes it fast and easy to repair a wide range of tires. The tire platform itself rotates 360 degrees and tilts to 90 degrees. This ensures that you can access the bus from any angle for comfortable repairs. Meanwhile, the integrated tool tray and LED light ensure that users can see exactly
what they are doing and access the necessary tools in seconds is flat. Thanks to a layer of hard, glossy paint, the machine can withstand corrosion, allowing it to last and last. Suitable for both car and light truck tires, a comfortable car is a boon for almost any home garage. Users agree that a useful
device is a great value for money, and have found the inclusion of a tray tool and LED to greatly improve the tire repair experience. Flexible platform position allows easy access to tires on all sides ideal for most passenger car tires conveniently used not suitable for small tires Some users found the device
to hard use this simple but effective manual tire change PowerLift is really the best of the bunch. Made using sturdy painted steel, the machine makes the separation of tires and fastening new breeze. The solid base and long handle allows a lot of levers, so you'll have no problem with breaking the tire
ball. When you're done, this pen can be easily separated, for compact and convenient storage. The amazingly versatile car is perfect for a huge range of tires - from eight-ud tyres to tires on your lightweight truck. Customers across the board have found themselves impressed with how easy tire changes
are to use. With little practice, almost everyone can save themselves from to the garage, and improve your DIY capabilities. Sources: Tools Needed to Change Tires - HowStuffWorks Add Your Automotive Advice Rankings and Product Products
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